
 3 COINS: EGYPT 
Release Date: 29 Jul 2021DESCRIPTION 

This is the day that you've been waiting for! The highly anticipated sequel to one of our

most popular Classic Slots is live now! Amazing Egypt-theme with gorgeous design and

atmospheric music in 3x3, 5 lines game - 3 Coins: Egypt! Big Wins are coming not only

with gems and stacked WILDs, but also with 3 Bonus-Coins on 2nd reel which start an

incredible Bonus Game where you can get 4 spins, and each new symbol reset a number

of spins back to 4! Wealth is not only about Golden Coins, but Diamonds as well - which

give every player Big Wins from 100 to 500 x Total Bet! Each time you catch a Bonus-

symbol in the Bonus Game - the value of ALL Bonus-symbols on the screen is added to

your total Win. Let Diamonds, Scarabs and Golden Coins shine and fill your wallets with

Egyptian Wealth! 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Release Date 29 Jul 2021 

Clean Up Date ✘ 

Game Title (English) 3 Coins: Egypt 

Game Title (Simplified Chinese) 圣甲虫⼤三元-集鸿运 

Game Title (Traditional Chinese) 聖甲蟲⼤三元-集鴻運 

Game Title (Thai) ✘ 

GAME DETAILS 

Specification WILD SYMBOL, BONUS GAME 

Supported languages de , en , es , fi , fr , id , it , ja , ko , nl , no , pt , ru , sv , th , tr , vi , zh   

BET SETTINGS 

Supported currencies ALL (XE.com) + cryprocurrencies (coinapi.io)   

Max Exposure (TB) 692 

Volatility 5.49 

MATH DETAILS 

RTP, % 95.82 

Volatility 5.49 

Deviation of RTP, % 0.11 

Max Exposure (TB) 692 

Main Game Hit Freq, % ✘ 

Free Game Hit Freq, % ✘ 

Main Game RTP, % ✘ 

Free Game RTP, % ✘ 

 



RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR 

The algorithm used for random number generation (RNG) is Quantis, physical random number generator exploiting an

elementary quantum optics process. Quantis has been evaluated and certified by the Swiss Federal Office of Metrology

(also known as METAS), the Swiss national organization in charge of measurement science, testing and compliance. It

confirmed that the quality of its random output complies with the highest requirements. See the Certificate of Conformity

and read the Test Report on idquantique.com.

Quantis  has also been evaluated by Compliance Testing Laboratory (Bangor,  UK),  which confirmed that  it  is  "suitably

unpredictable and fit for purpose". Download certificate in PDF format: https://goo.gl/PYKwAF.

RNG used by Booongo Entertainment N.V. was certified by Quinel M Ltd testing laboratory.

 

MALFUNCTION MANAGEMENT 

If a player attempts to access a game using an invalidated session, (for example, due to inactivity or system restart) an

error message is displayed in the game. The player can then log on again and resume game play. The game state is always

stored so the player can resume game play exactly where he or she left off.

In case of an HTTP error, network timeout or server error a message about technical error will be displayed to the player. 


